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As long as the existence of the right, there will be misuse. Copyright is not an 
exception.  Especially with the increasing expansion of the right of the copyright 
owners, the behaviors of copyright misuse are growing, whether by foreign 
enterprises in China or the local copyright owners. While the copyright misuse and its 
regulation research do not receive the attention of the academia, and many of those 
basic problems still remain divergences which directly lead the public to mistakes on 
the regulation of copyright misuse. 
This article takes the current copyright misuse and problems existing in the field 
of regulation as the guidance, with start point of the clarification of the basic concept 
of copyright misuse, summarize its particularity, and focus in it to discuss the 
effective regulation which is consistent with the characteristic of copyright misuse. In 
general, the purpose of this article is that due to the particularity of copyright misuse 
and the limits of antimonopoly law against copyright misuse, we should more 
frequently adopt the other sources of law besides the antimonopoly law, thus can 
prevent the copyright misuse effectively. 
This article includes four parts and the main contents are as following: 
First, the basic theory of copyright misuse and its regulation. This chapter is 
aimed at a comprehensive and objective definition, clarify the misreading in academia, 
provide a basis for the study on the regulation later; Meanwhile, this part is looking 
for the theoretical basis of the regulation of copyright misuse from the perspective of 
legal economics and jurisprudence, and further highlight the necessity of regulating it. 
Second, antimonopoly law against the copyright misuse in foreign countries. 
This part take the United States and the European Union as the representatives of the 
foreign regions to study on the thoughts of intellectual property rights misuse which is 
legislation and judicial practice on using the antimonopoly law against the copyright 
misuse, and compare their similarities and differences. The regulation characteristics 
of antimonopoly law determine its advantages on regulate the copyright misuse, 
meanwhile, the disadvantages also exist. Thus, this section discuss the existing series 
of difficulties on the antimonopoly law against the copyright misuse in detail as which 
the foreshadowing for discussing the regulation problem of copyright misuse outside 















Third, the regulation outside the framework of antimonopoly law on copyright 
misuse. This part put the copyright misuse doctrine which has been established in the 
judicial practice in the United States and completely independent of the antimonopoly 
law as the center, including its origin, connotation, applicable standards, along with 
introduce and evaluate the typical cases of copyright misuse doctrine which applicable 
to public policy standards, so that to clear how the United States to solve the problem 
of copyright misuse outside the antimonopoly law framework. 
Fourth, existing provisions and improved thoughts of China's regulation on the 
copyright misuse. This part expatiate the forms of misuse on practice of our country 
current relevant laws and regulations against the copyright misuse, and finally put 
forward the improved thoughts on regulate our country's copyright misuse from two 
vision angles: antimonopoly law and the other sources of law besides the 
antimonopoly law——especially the copyright law. 
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